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Bits & Pieces:   Lion Sandy is the Lion of the Month and spoke 
about the importance of membership, we need to invest in the fu-
ture. 
 
Happy/Sad:  Everyone was so happy to have our guests Dr. McKay 
and his students visiting again.  We are always happy to have them 
join us.  Lion Joe was so happy to see Lions Ethel and Gene come 
in and paid their late fee. Lion Sandy was just ready for a happy 
day.  Lion Enid was happy to see guests under the age of 50 and 
also for decluttering her house.  Several Lions attended the kickoff 
last weekend and were very happy to have attended.  Lion Pete was 
happy to see that The Lion published and article about our TBLC 
this month.  Lion Lewis was sad for obvious reason but happy that 
his daughter is happy. He also reminded everyone… 

We are Lions, We Serve 
 
Hearts & Flowers:  Lion Enid’s Uncle Percy passed away.  Him 
and his wife were married for 65 years. 
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Our mission:  To empower volunteers to serve their communi-
ties, meet  humanitarian needs,  encourage peace and promote In-
ternational understanding through Lions Clubs. 

Our Program:  Dr. Brian McKay and his students, Twanda and Remi 
from the U of A College of Medicine visited to speak about his re-
search leading to ways of preventing age-related macular degeneration 
(AMD). 
  Dr. McKay was sponsored by TBLC 20 years ago from Duke Uni-
versity. He is still using the same equipment that was purchased 20 
years ago and it is still current and in good shape.  They have just re-
ceived a new piece of equipment that cost $120K and it is the only 
piece of its kind in Arizona.  With this they are able to take non-
invasive biopsies using the nano-particle tracker.  Trials will begin in 
Ireland with the $.08 pill.  Currently, the main form of treatment is 
monthly for 2 injections that cost $867.  The pill could be readily 
available to patients in the states; however, the medical community is 
more interested in a bigger monetary cut with the shots rather than a 
cheap pill.  AMD is a racially based disease as it attacks light-skinned 
Caucasian more often than other ethnicities. If there is a contact in 
Canada that Dr. McKay could be in contact with, he is willing to pro-
mote this treatment in Canada.  We need to continue getting the word 
out about this treatment around the world as we continue to support 
this very important research. 
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